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• This is a presentation on the WGA 19th World Guppy Contest in Vienna 2016. I put this together for a talk at the 
FGUK Convention in Kettering October 2016 while still fresh in my mind.

• It is mainly a pictorial depiction of the event from my viewpoint, although there are some photographs from Jorn 
Strahl, Ralf Loch and others. If you recognise anyone who is unlabeled, or if you see any mistake in the labelling, 
please let me know? There are no speakers notes!

• I have tried to demonstrate that these events are very exciting and great fun as well as an educational experience.  
More importantly - you make many new friends for life from all over the world!  My whole family love them!

• From my perspective, it is not just about attending the show - it is a great opportunity for a vacation and to see 
another part of the world.  I have to travel in my job, and many a time I have had to visit far-flung places but only 
ever get to see an airport, an office and a hotel.  So when I visit a Guppy World Championship I make sure I also 
visit the area as a tourist, and that I go to see a local fish room (in this case Michel Milde's which was very 
impressive) - you are NEVER too old to learn!

• If you have never attended a show - I strongly recommend that you do.  Start off with your local show - may not 
be many guppies but you will really enjoy meeting other "fish" people!

• In the UK we have the FGUK Guppy League where you can get to see guppies at various shows around the country 
during the showing season (usually April to October but we always kick off early - this year in February at 
Kettering).

• The big Guppy show in the UK is the FGUK Convention - in 2017 it will be in Kettering in October.

• There are various other shows throughout Europe which are great fun and a chance to meet other guppy people. 
The 2017 World Guppy Championships are in Taiwan in July - see the list of all 2017 shows on the FGUK Website 
or Facebook Page. 



Preparation for
the show hall

The Judges & other officers
including the President,

show manager & 
computer programme team



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFilyFkJN5Q

Link to video of the
2016 WGC show winner

Show Winner
Ming Hung Tsai 

Taiwan
Ribbon Fin

Model for the official T shirt





‘El Presidente’ 
Hermann Ernst 
Magoschitz 
opens the addresses 
to the show 





The ‘Helpers’







Fish room visit

• It was with the greatest of pleasure that I accepted an invitation to current World Champion (Weltmeister 2015 
Florida) Michel Milde to visit his fish room with many others.

• He has an extremely impressive portfolio of fish, but my favourites have to be his world-famous topswords with 
which he won the World Championship the year before.

• I was SOOOO pleased to see that most of his tanks were planted AND had gravel - this is the way I advocate to 
keep fish and I felt some vindication having seen the World Champion doing the same.

• Michel's wife (I do not know her name) laid on a fantastic spread for our meal - in their house up in the 
mountains.  She was such a gracious host!  Her Alsatian (German Shepherd) dog was very friendly but had to be 
kept inside for fear of him jumping into the Koi pond - something he did at the first opportunity.  The Koi Pond was 
an ex-swimming pool and in fantastic condition - what a display!

• Michel's wife is an artist and I took the opportunity to take photos of her work - like me she loves tigers!

• Michel has an impressive display of trophies and Eamon had his photo done with Michel and the 2015 world 
Champion trophy.   The paintings in the fish room are Michel's wife's work.

• Michael is the president of the Austrian Guppy Club - OGG.  Heartfelt thanks for the invitation, and I want to take 
this opportunity to thank all of the Austrian team (and others) for putting on such a fabulous event this time 
round. The amount of work that went into it (and to dismantle it all at the end) was phenomenal but the "German 
efficiency" (should that be Austrian efficiency?) was in full swing and everything went like clockwork!   I hear it 
cost the OGG 30,000 Euros to stage it which must have consumed all the money they have accumulated over the 
past 30 years!  But it was all professionally done and the Gala Dinner was sublime.  Austrian television covered 
both the opening of the show and the Gala Dinner so it was truly a national event!



Michel’s fish room







Outside 
at 

Michel’s



• Vienna is a wonderful European city of historic importance (Capital City of the Austria-Hungary empire), home to 
Mozart, the Spanish Riding School, and Shoenbrunn Palace & Zoo. The Architecture is amazing.

• I spent several days with my wife exploring it - when she was not taking part in other events with the "Guppy-
Girls."   

• The transport system is amazing - for just 16 Euros you purchase unlimited travel on train, tram or bus for a week!   
And there are no ticket barriers so no queues! Definitely the best transport system I have ever been on and 
knocks overcrowded London into a cocked hat!  And I felt so safe - a wonderful atmosphere.  I was not even 
worried by allowing my girls out in the City on their own past midnight!

• The event was at a separate location distant from the downtown hotel - I understand because of some 
intervention from animal rights activists.  If only they were more willing to participate in dialogue - I am sure the 
Austrian OGG club could have convinced them of the benefits of the show!  At least I got to see more of Vienna 
this way!

• I would certainly recommend Vienna as a holiday destination.  Most people speak English so you do not have to 
learn German.  It was very interesting talking to my big friend Ralf Loch from Germany explaining that he had to 
listen carefully to Austrians at the show during the computer programme preparation as the Viennese accent was 
difficult for him if they spoke fast!  It all sounded the same as German to me!   I helped out with the booking in of 
fish on the Thursday with Eamon Broderick while the "Guppy-Girls" gallivanted down-town. We had a great time 
and were proud to be able to contribute in a small way to a GREAT show.

Vienna (Wien)













Steve on the beer!
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Dorothea

Jorn
Strahl



Previous World Guppy
Association Contest
Posters at Steve Elliott’s



Vote! Vote! Vote! for 
YOUR winner?
Sequinned guppies depicting all tail classes



Doubleswords

Vote!
Vote!
Vote!
For

YOUR
winner

?

Bottomswords

Lyretails

Topsword



Vote!
Vote!
Vote! 

for 
YOUR

winner?

Pin tails
(Centre sword)

Roundtails

Coffer (Spade) tail

Spear tail



Original
Wild 

Guppies



Happy Birthday to the cultivated guppy!



A couple of judges 
(Cristian Saglioni & 
Denis Barbe) 
ponder fish back in the UK
(Steve Elliott’s fish house)
post the 

World Guppy Association
World Championships!









Controversy!

• The fish on the previous page caused much consternation amongst the Judges and others present.   This was 
entered as a pair of Pin Tail Guppies from the Far East - not sure of the breeder?

• What do YOU think is controversial about this entry? take another look!

• Some present (including Rene Wolff) were of the firm opinion that the "pin" had been pasted or glued somehow 
onto the male.  There was much arguing before the Judges eventually decided that they would not disqualify the 
fish as an adulteration but accept it into the Pin Tail Class - where it promptly won!  It is an excellent example of a 
Round Tail in it's own right (tail is very good and the dorsal matches this category of short tails whereas a Pin Tail 
should have a pointed dorsal fin). It does have good size which is not normally present in a Pin Tail so would have 
scored highly here - especially under WGA rules where oversize is not penalised unlike in IKGH Standards.

• However - it does have an extraordinary pin - the likes of which no-one present has seen before?   It is almost 
perfect.  Therefore it was a worthy winner - but was it doctored, a freak, or the result of careful line breading?  
Steve Elliot of the UK took up the challenge to find out!  He got the fish in the Sales (not really an auction - first 
come first served at a fixed price depending on success of the entry) I think for 40 Euros as it was a category 
winner. I think the range was from 20 Euros for an un-placed entry, up to 50 Euros for a pair of Class winners.

• Steve has studied this pair intensely back in the UK - close up photography has confirmed that it has not been 
doctored but that the extension Pin growth is caused by the cells continuing to grow where there is an  an
aberration.  Steve has line-bred this fish back to it's daughters but none of the offspring has ever exhibited this 
trait - so the conclusion is that it is a freak.  However - the offspring are very good Round Tails so the experiment is 
not without its reward!



World Champion 
Sword Tails

Heike Bergner
Double-Sword

Neon 





Top Swords







We used some pictures of guppies
From Vienna 2016 on our poster
For the FGUK IKGH show in Kettering



World Championship 2016 Trophies



Schönbrunn

• Shoenbrunn Palace was the imperial centre of the Austro-Hungarian Hapsburg empire. It's setting in a leafy 
suburb is very tranquil but easy to get to by the "tube" transport system - although it is overground by the time it 
gets to Schoenbrunn.

• Much larger than Buckingham Palace - the house and gardens are now a tourist attraction as they are no longer 
occupied.  the Empire ended with the conclusion of the First World War.  It is a truly fabulous palace and the 
gardens are full if ornamental fountains and statues.  There is also the retreat of the beautiful Empress Elizabeth 
(affectionately known as Sissi) at the top of the hill.   The "Guppy Girls" spent much of the day here at the Palace 
but I pressed on to the Palm House and the Desert House. 

• The Palm House is an exquisite example of Victorian architecture and a match for the Crystal Palace.   The Desert 
House is more modern but inside it is more fascinating - you could actually be in the tropics!  The wildlife in here 
is free-ranging and the plants exotic.  There is a large fish tank where people place their arms to have their dead 
skin sucked off by Asian barbs! There is something similar at Shirley Aquatics but for feet.

• The red squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris)  are relatively tame compared to the UK and will come and take nuts. We are 
plagued with the non-native grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) which have become a pest and practically wiped 
out the native species.  Sciurus means "the animal that lives under the shadow of its tail."

• All in all it was a tiring day as I left at 7:00am and did not return until late - but it was a truly memorial day out.  
Seeing the Gardens as the sun set was enchanting.

• I have not mentioned or put in photos of the numerous museums and art galleries we visited on another day as 
the article is far too long as it is - but they were all fascinating and what stands out for me is the late Medieval 
wood carved and painted art that really takes you back to magical times! My daughters & wife are into art (I have 
a more scientific bent) and they make me go - but I always wind up agreeing that it is time well spent!



Out & About in Vienna - Shoenbrunn

Desert House - Shoenbrunn Gardens



Shoenbrunn gardens

Palm house

Fish rasping dead skin off human arm!
Desert house

Native red squirrels –
summer so no ear tufts!



Palm House - Shoenbrunn



Neptune’s Fountain - Shoenbrunn



Bill Galbally in front of
Neptune’s fountain

Schoenbrunn

Schoenbrunn Palace



Classical Statues in Schoenbrunn gardens

Rosie Posie



Grand Staircase



Empress Elizabeth’s viewpoint over the 
Neptune fountain







Shoenbrunn Zoo



Bat Cave

Male Sumatran Tiger

Deep Polar Bear Pool



Indian Rhino (Rhinoceros unicornis) after a mud bath!

King Penguin



Tropical House – Schoenbrunn Zoo



Archer Fish Pool
They have 
demonstrations 
With insects 
(crickets)
placed on the 
foliage and the 
Archer Fish
(Toxotes jaculatrix)
shoot them down!



Giant Gourami
Osphronemus
goramy
(and it was a giant!)



Tropical house
roof



The Spectacled Bear (Tremarctos ornatus)
enclosure was large & contained several 
Bears - none exhibiting stereotyped behviour

Large unidentified bracket fungus



African elephant house

Loxodonta africana



Plains Zebras
Equus burchelli



White Arctic Wolf (Canis lupus arctos)

Caribbean Flamingo
Phoenicopterus ruber



Viennese Crow (Corvus cornix) we have the same in Scotland – hooded crows not to be confused 
with a magpie!

In German it is known as “mist crow” (Nebelkrahe)



Viennese Tumblers
(Domestic Pigeons – Columba livia domestica)

Some of our FGUK Members have kept Tumblers 
& Roller Pigeons in the past!

Vienna is very proud of it’s Tumbler Pigeon 
heritage, but unfortunately it is slowly dying out! 

The Zoo is trying to keep them going.



Aquahouse visit Vienna









Gala Dinner:
Table set up



WGA 2016
Gala Dinner:
Before the

presentations

What does amaze 
at these events
is that people
come from all
around the world,
but sit with  others
that they see every
day!
(or at least
regularly)





The WGA
President’s

table



Around
the tables



Le Français



The French paparazzi

Les paparazzis français

Die französischen Paparazzi



Die Österreicher



Presentations
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Asian Crown Tail


